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WOULD CHINA GO NUCLEAR?
I read with interest Caitlin Talmadge’s article “Beijing’s Nuclear Option” (November/December 2018), in which she
quotes me estimating in 2015 that the odds of a U.S.-Chinese nuclear exchange were “somewhere between nil and
zero.” She then goes on to make a case against remaining complacent in the face of the risk of escalation, with no
discussion of what is in fact a very high nuclear threshold in a U.S.-Chinese confrontation or conflict. I continue to
believe that the chances of nuclear use are very small.
Talmadge’s basic argument is that in any conflict with China, the United States will immediately launch a full-scale air
and missile assault against military targets in mainland China and against Chinese attack submarines at sea. In so doing,
she argues, the United States will inadvertently hit either China’s ballistic missile submarines or its mobile nuclear
missiles. That, in turn, will present Chinese leaders with a “use it or lose it” dilemma concerning their nuclear arsenal,
and they may well decide to launch a nuclear attack against the United States.
Such a scenario is extremely unlikely; indeed, I would say the odds are somewhere between nil and zero. A U.S.Chinese conflict would be a maritime campaign in which the two sides tried to conquer or defend islands. Attacks on
land targets beyond the contested islands and the waters around them, whether carried out by the United States
against Chinese territory or by China against U.S. overseas bases, would be aimed at military installations and systems
that supported the maritime campaign—ports, air bases, and command-and-control centers. The intercontinental
nuclear deterrent forces of both countries are physically separate from these facilities.
In addition, U.S. planners are very mindful of the danger of attacking any state’s nuclear arsenal and take extraordinary
precautions to avoid doing so. Although there is always a chance for an isolated mistake, it is in fact possible to
distinguish nuclear-armed submarines from conventional ones. Likewise, it is possible to distinguish the shorter-range,
dual-use missiles that threaten Taiwan, China’s neighbors, and U.S. bases in the Pacific from the intercontinental
missiles that threaten the United States.
If by mistake a U.S. strike destroyed a land-based medium-range nuclear missile or sank a ballistic missile submarine,
China would be greatly concerned, but it is highly unlikely that Beijing would respond by reflexively launching a
nuclear attack against the United States. Rather, before even considering violating their long-held “no first use”
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doctrine, Chinese leaders would wait to see if a concerted, sustained U.S. campaign against their nuclear arsenal was
under way. The United States has no incentive to attempt such a campaign and in fact would take every precaution to
avoid it.
The real danger of escalation in these conflicts would be when a Chinese attempt to capture a disputed island—Taiwan,
one of the Diaoyu/Senkaku Islands, or an island in the South China Sea—was failing. A failed attempt to regain territory
that the Chinese government has claimed as its own would undermine the legitimacy of the Chinese Communist Party
and could make Beijing desperate enough to threaten the use of nuclear weapons. Again, U.S. planners are aware of
that danger and would seek to manage the end of a maritime conflict with China in a way that minimized the incentives
for escalation.
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